WARNING TO VOTERS!

Look for the joker in the proposed million dollar bond issue for a municipal paving plant. All indications show clearly that the proposition was hurriedly framed up as a means for one of the large paving companies to sell out its large paving plants, docks, dredges, barges, quarries, etc., to the city, now that most of the paving is completed in Portland. Read the amendment carefully and note the opening purposely provided to consummate such an enterprise.

Don't Be Confused—Take No Chances—Vote 135 “No”

(Paid Advertisement.)

WASHINGTONONTOP

Jefferson Is Shut Out by 6-4 to 0 Score.

LINCOLN NOW CHAMPION

Team Leads Intercollegiate League With Record of Four Victories and No Defeat—Jefferson Is Second.

MISSION WORK IS TOPIC

Women's Home Missionary Society Ends Session.

The second and last day of the sessions of the Women's Home Missionary Society of the Methodist Church, was marked by a service under the direction of Mrs. W. J. Frey, the forenoon being spent in the reading of missionary news, and the afternoon in the study of the views of the presidents of the various societies. The purpose of

KELLAHER IS CALLED

R. W. Raymond Questions His Power Expression.

Prizes Among Locals in United States, Is Assumed to be Necessity of Communication.

YARD CHARGES ABSORBED

Massareno Specific Notices Shoppers of Reduction on O.W. N. & N.

Following the close of the Hill Deal absorbing the greatest number of the best yards in the country, the west has emerged as a region of great importance in the pearl industry. The west has been able to what has been called the "killing" course, or the course of the great manufacturing houses. The west has been able to do this because of the west's great manufactures are driven by the west's manufacturing houses, and the west is not the only manufacturing house in the United States.

THE AMBITION OF A CITY

A city is made large or small by the number and size of its manufacturing and commercial establishments, the size of its payroll and its laboring population.

To attract to itself the eyes of the world, literature is mailed, telling of the city's magnificent manufacturing facilities. Business are maintained for the purpose of securing these large concerns. In many instances, property owners of a city club together and donate large tracts of land to induce manufacturers to locate in their midst. County and city officials center for the purpose of exempting certain large employing companies from all taxation, for long periods of time.

All to satisfy the ambition to become great. And it is a laudable ambition.

Quite the reverse seems to be the attitude of some Portland politicians. Portland business men, having secured one of the largest concerns on the Pacific Coast, these same politicians now propose to tax that company in excess of any tax paid by any other corporation in the county, greater in proportion than in almost any other city in the United States.

CASTING TO THE WINDS the ambition of the city, seeking only to further their own political fortunes, these politicians accomplish their unjust designs at the expense of Portland's largest industry. Is it fair?

We do not believe that the THIRTY-SEVEN THOUSAND VOTERS of this city will follow the irresponsible leadership of a few self-seeking politicians, who are looking forward to a SOFT BERTH for themselves, regardless of the welfare of the city.

We do not ask for more than a SQUARE DEAL.

Vote X 131 NO!

Portland Railway, Light & Power Company